IG Proposals

Archived Proposals found here: IG Proposals on the Wiki

Also see profile proposals and resource proposals.

This page provides a complete listing of all proposals that have been made for FHIR profiles to be published as part of FHIR core. Proposals are subject to a FHIR Resource Governance Process that will determine whether the proposal is accepted. Acceptance is generally a pre-requisite to the creation of the HL7 GitHub repository for the guide and ensuring access for the listed individuals.

The below categories are used for overview of the approval process and general viewing. During the approval process applicable labels will be added /removed.

The label categories are as follows: fhir-ig-proposal-pending, fhir-ig-proposal-approved, fhir-ig-proposal-retracted
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IG Proposals

• At-Home Test Result Report FHIR IG Proposal
• Birthdefectsreporting FHIR IG Proposal
• Breast Cancer Data FHIR IG Proposal
• Breast Radiology FHIR IG Proposal
• Bser FHIR IG Proposal
• Bulk Data FHIR IG Proposal
• Cancer Pathology Common Libraries
• Cancer Pathology Reporting to EHR
• CARIN Blue Button IG Proposal
• CARIN IG for Digital Insurance Card Proposal
• CARIN RTPBC FHIR IG Proposal
• Cdisc Lab Model FHIR IG Proposal
• CDISC to FHIR Joint Mapping IG
• Cdmh FHIR IG Proposal
• Central Cancer Registry Reporting
• Clinical Decision Support For Immunizations FHIR IG Proposal
• Clinicalgenomics FHIR IG Proposal
• Clinical Guidelines FHIR IG Proposal
• CodeX Radiation Therapy FHIR IG Proposal
• Content Management Infrastructure IG
• Coverage Requirements Discovery FHIR IG Proposal
• COVID-19 FHIR Profile Library IG
• Cnm FHIR IG Proposal
• Data Exchange for Quality Measures FHIR IG Proposal
• Da Vinci Alerts Notification FHIR IG Proposal
• Da Vinci Cdex FHIR IG Proposal
• Da Vinci Hrex FHIR IG Proposal
• Da Vinci Patient Cost Transparency FHIR IG Proposal
• Da Vinci Payer Coverage Decision FHIR IG Proposal
• Da Vinci Pdex FHIR IG Proposal
• Da Vinci Pdex-formulary FHIR IG Proposal
• Da Vinci Pdex-plan-net FHIR IG Proposal
• Da Vinci Prior Authorization FHIR IG Proposal
• Da Vinci Risk Adjustment FHIR IG Proposal
• Da Vinci Risk Based Contract Member Identification FHIR IG Proposal
• Dental Data Exchange
• DICOM SR to FHIR Observation Mapping IG Proposal
• Documentation Templates And Rules FHIR IG Proposal
• Electronic Product Information FHIR Implementation Guide
• Eltss:fhir IG Proposal
- FHIR DS4P IG
- FHIR for FAIR Implementation Guide
- FHIR IG for Human Service Resource and Provider Directories
- FHIR IG for Intra-Procedural Anesthesia Records
- FHIR IG for the Human Service Resource and Provider Directories
- FHIR Implementation Guide for Transfusion and Vaccination Adverse Event Reporting
- FHIR Implementation Guide to migrate from SPL V3 to a FHIR-based submission architecture
- FHIR Shorthand
- FHIR US Regulatory Security Labeling IG Proposal
- FluSurv-NET on FHIR
- Gender Harmony Cross Paradigm Implementation Guide
- Health Care Surveys Reporting
- HL7 FHIR Point-of-Care Device Implementation Guide
- Hybrid/Intermediary Exchange (Exchange with or without Intermediaries)
- ICHOM Breast Cancer PCOM FHIR IG
- IHE SDC/eCC on FHIR IG Proposal
- International Patient Access
- InternationalPatientSummary FHIR IG Proposal
- Interoperable Digital Identity and Patient Matching
- Laboratory Models / Profiles
- Lower Extremity Skin Wound Assessment FHIR IG
- Medicolegal Death Investigation (MDI) FHIR IG
- MedMorph Research IG
- mHealth App Data Exchange Functional Requirements IG
- Migration from Structured Product Labeling (SPL) V3 to a FHIR-based submission architecture
- Military Service History and Status
- Multiple Chronic Conditions Dynamic Electronic Care Plan FHIR IG Proposal
- National Directory Attestation and Validation
- National Directory Endpoint Query
- National Directory Exchange
- ODH FHIR IG Proposal
- Ophthalmic interoperable information exchange - FHIR IG Proposal
- Order Catalog FHIR IG Proposal
- Outcome Criteria Framework
- PACIO Advance Directive Interoperability FHIR IG Proposal
- PACIO Cognitive Status IG Proposal
- PACIO Functional Status IG Proposal
- PACIO Personal Functioning and Engagement IG Proposal
- PACIO Re-assessment Timepoints FHIR IG Proposal
- Patient Corrections FHIR IG Proposal
- Patient Medication List Guidance
- Pharmacist Consultation Note IG
- PhCP FHIR IG Proposal
- PHD FHIR IG Proposal
- Problem Oriented Health Record (POHR)
- Protocols for Clinical Registry Extraction and Data Submission
- Radiation Dose Summary for Diagnostic Procedures on FHIR IG Proposal
- SDOH Clinical Care Multiple Domain
- SDOH FHIR IG Proposal
- siRB FHIR IG Proposal
- Situational Awareness for Novel Epidemic Response
- Skin and Wound Assessment
- SMART Health Cards Vaccination and Testing FHIR IG Proposal
- Specialty Medication Prescribing FHIR IG
- Subscriptions RS Backport Implementation Guide
- UDAP Security for Registration, Authentication, and Authorization
- Unique Device Identification (UDI) Exchange
- US Public Health Profiles Library FHIR IG Proposal
- v2-to-FHIR
- VANGUARD CRN
- Vital Records Birth and Fetal Death Reporting FHIR IG
- Vital Records Common FHIR Profile Library
- Vital Signs with Qualifying Extensions IG Proposal
- Vulcan Electronic Product Information FHIR Implementation Guide
- Vulcan Real World Data for Research FHIR Implementation Guide
- Vulcan - Schedule of Study Activities IG